
So then, have you missed us? Has it really been that long since last we spoke? With the clock ticking inexorably towards the end of 2012 we 
thought it high time we gave you another dose of spotlIET, the world’s favourite configuration management newsletter devoted exclusively to 
CA Gen. This month's edition is brimming full with news and updates about our flagship GuardIEn 8.1 release as well as details of some of our 
future plans. So sit back with your cup of Earl Grey tea or skinny-latte-with-extra-mocca-froth-easy-on-the-cinnamon and read on... 

Since our last edition of spotlIET there have been 3 service packs (SP2, 

SP3 and SP4) associated with GuardIEn 8.1 providing a total of over 300 
enhancements and important maintenance. 
 

GuardIEn 8.0 has also been updated with 3 service packs this year: SP5, 
SP6 and SP7.  
 

GuardIEn 7.8 received a further service pack (SP7) before reaching its 
retirement date at the end of July.  
 

Each service pack contains important improvements to that release of the 
software and IET always recommend you apply the latest maintenance  
 

For further details, please see the Release Notes available from the IET 
website here 

The ‘have you missed us of’ late edition 

The workflow of the Impact Wizard is that one or more Objects are chosen, then 

possible Actions are applied to them. The results show what the impact would be if 
you were to apply those Actions ‘for real’ in your models. Actions are context based 
on the object(s) chosen and can include the impact of an internal AB change, 

changes to an AB interface, deletion of an object, addition of an identifying attrib-
ute , change attribute, change permitted value etc. There are two aspects of impact 
analysis in CA Gen and the wizard allows you to report on both... 

What objects will require regeneration of code, dialog manager, and which load 

modules will require installation. 

As part of 8.1 Service Pack 2 a brand new and powerful Wizard was introduced 

within Object List+ to provide a simple interface for performing a wide range of 
common impact analysis queries, primarily to help determine the impact of a 
change that has NOT yet occurred i.e. a quick and easy way to perform ‘What If?’ 

analysis. Note that the Impact Wizard can also do standard impact analysis AFTER 
a change has been made.  

What objects you need to change in order to accomplish the Action applied, and 

how will they need to be modified.  

The Impact Wizard also understands your model architecture, so the results can 

work across an entire CBD model structure if required, assess impact for multiple 
models or work within just a single model. 

The results of the impact shows objects that must be changed and those that 

potentially need changing (e.g. where there is a READ of an Entity that may now 
require the addition of the new identifying attribute as a qualifier).  

IET have again been busy this year attending numerous CA Gen user 

group events as well as being actively involved in the CA Gen Seminar 
series that occurred across Europe recently.  
 

During February IET presented the latest products for 2012, including 
pathvIEw and VerifIEr at the Finnish CA Gen User Group, hosted once 
again at Op Keskus offices, and March saw the Danish CA Gen User 

Group meeting in Copenhagen's Det Ny Teater (The New Theatre -  
which was not so new!) - a splendidly atmospheric venue - both events 
were well attended and great fun. 

 
March saw IET present at the COOLProfs event at the newly opened 
Madurodam miniature park. Our latest product update was presented 

alongside an in-depth look at the latest version of our code coverage  
testing tool, pathvIEw. It was good to see so many of you there. 
 

Latterly IET attended the various CA Gen Seminar days that took place 
in Stockholm, Hamburg, Utrecht and London where we again provided a 
product update as well as outlining our future plans for support of the 

forthcoming CA Gen r85 release.  
 
Finally we signed off the year with a visit to Plano, Texas for the 

EDGEucate customer event between the 13th-15th November. Our 
presentations were really well received and it was certainly a positive 
and upbeat way to close out a busy 2012 ‘on the road’.  

 
We hope to see you at an event some time in 2013! 

http://www.iet.co.uk/Download/RelNotes.htm


TwieterMan: I am hearing on the grapevine 

that the old Subset Assistant Impact Wiz has 
been replaced by the new OL+ Impact Wiz? Is 
that true and, if so, why?  

 
HashTag: Yep TM, it’s true. As long as you 
have OL+ plus pack available then the new Wiz 

is used. It’s really cool too!!!! If u use the new 
Impact Wizard to scope the change impact of a 
delete request, and copy this into the subset 

definition, then all other objects required to 
achieve the delete will be included.  
 

GdnHat: So, as an example, the parent proce-
dure automatically added for a procedure step? 
 

Hashtag: Exactement dude. Spot on!  
 
GdnHat: Nice one!! I also heard that if u acci-

dentally copy a non-scoping object via the Im-
pact Wizard that it still works out the appropriate 
scoping object for you automatically.  

 
TwieterMan: That is gr8! I just tried scoping an 
attribute and it automatically pulled in the parent 

entity type.  
 
GueetarHero: Hey. Is this the place to pick up 

some tickets for the new Stones’ concerts? 
Lemme know. I’m a reeeeeeeeeeeeeal fan!  

New in 8.1 SP4 is the ability to generate SQL to check the integrity of your own 

application database.   
 
The checks available are to verify orphan foreign keys and any invalid permitted 
values. An orphan foreign key is a foreign key value (for a simple or compound key) 

where the parent row does not exist.  
 

For example, in the case of table PARENT has many CHILDren, the key of PAR-
ENT exists as a foreign key in the CHILD table. If the CHILD FK_PARENT_CODE 
has a value where the PARENT row does not exist with the same code, then the 

CHILD foreign key is an orphan and should be resolved.  
 
This situation can arise for a number of reasons: incorrectly generated RI triggers, 

errors in the RI trigger runtime routines, use of manual SQL to delete the parent 
rows without deleting/nullifying the child rows or even incorrectly implemented 
DBMS RI rules.  

 
An invalid permitted value is a value for a column in the database that does not 

exist in the list of permitted values defined for the attribute in the data model. 

To invoke the function, first list the objects that you 

wish to check in OL+. The tables to be checked can 
either be selected by listing the Data/Link Tables in 

the model or by listing the parent entity types. It is recommended that you use 

tables rather than the entity types since this avoids selecting unimplemented or 
transient entity types. 

Once the desired tables are 

selected, invoke the new 
function using the...  
 
genIE->Check Database  
Integrity  

 

...menu option.  
 
The Check Data Integrity 

dialog box is then dis-
played. 

Then choose the Mode for the check from either a 

summary of the number of rows that fail the check, a 
detailed distinct list of orphan foreign key records in-

cluding a summary count or to actually run a cleanup process to resolve the integ-

rity problems. For the cleanup, SQL is created to  delete / nullify orphan foreign key 
rows. Rows with orphan mandatory relationships are deleted. Rows with orphan 
optional relationships can either be deleted or the foreign key set to null. 

 
If you select cleanup you must also indicate what you wish to do with any optional 
foreign keys found to be orphaned: either delete them or set them to NULL.  

 
If you have provided database specific names, for example, different names for 
Oracle vs. DB2, then you can optionally choose to use the name specialisations by 

selecting the database type. If you leave this as <None>, then the default names 
are used. 
 

You finally identify the scope of the Check by selecting either to scan for Orphaned 
Foreign keys and/or Permitted Value discrepancies. Once you have specified the 
desired options, press Generate SQL… to generate a report containing the data 

check SQL.. To execute, save the report as a text file and then execute the SQL 
using a database tool, for example sql*plus for Oracle or SPUFI for DB2. 
 

The workflow is typically to run the Summary/Detail check to discover orphan for-
eign keys, you can generate the Cleanup SQL to resolve the problem, or choose to 
resolve it yourself using other methods. Once the issues have been resolved, you 

may need to re-run the check SQL since the removal of first level CHILD orphan 
rows may result in new orphan GRANDCHILD rows!  

The 8.1 SP4 service pack-

introduced a change to the 
post migrate check to no 
longer perform a full link-

age update for the whole 
destination model. This 

speeds up  the migration check job, thus potentially reducing your deployment 

times, particularly for multiple model updates against larger models. The process 
now considers objects explicitly scoped into the migration so that only these link-
ages are either created or updated. The only exception to this is if entity types are 

scoped into the migrate, then the RI triggers for the entire model are updated. 

Within Subset Assistant, if you are an 

Administrator and have sufficient access 
to the model in question you can over-
ride ALL the subsets currently checked 

out in that model. To be used with care 
though! To invoke, go into the Subset 
Assistant, choose the model required 

and, if you have the necessary access, you will be able to press the over-

ride all push button. A dialog warns you before executing the overrides... 

From 8.1 SP1 it is now also possible to prevent checked-out subsets from 

causing your migrations to fail. Setting a new System Parameter AUTOO-
VER to ALL (override every checked out subset in the target model) or 
CONFLICT (only override those subsets that will need to be overridden). 

Additional parameters restrict the availability (AUTOVRAC  - Auto Over-
ride Access) and scope (AUTOVREN - Auto Override Environments) of 
this facility. Again, to be used with a degree of caution! 

IET will shortly commence involvement in the CA Gen r8.5 beta pro-

gramme scheduled to start in early 2013. A new release of GuardIEn, 
unsurprisingly called GuardIEn 8.5, to support CA Gen r8.5 features will 
be launched alongside the availability of CA Gen r8.5 sometime around 

May 2013.  
 
GuardIEn 8.5 will be developed with CA Gen r8.0.  
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The IET Team 

Ah well. Hard to believe that we’ve already completed this bumper edition – 

we hope you enjoyed it and maybe found something useful. We’ll be back 

soon, with more features and product news. Thanks as ever for listening... 

installation process. Thanks  very much indeed for your attention.  

 
Met vriendelijke groet 
 

Vermeer Mauritshuis 
 
Dear Vermeer 

 
Thank you for your message. It is said in popular culture that ‘good things 
come to those who wait’ and I can affirm that you are in luck. Prior to 8.1 

SP4 it was necessary, within your System Updates, to invoke CA Gen to 
build these cards. This had a number of disadvantages, most notably the 
lack of any awareness within native CA Gen of the impact of multiple-

model architectures and deployments.  
 
GuardIEn now creates the link-edit control cards itself from a multi-model 

impact analysis of the modules called for the impacted load module rather 
than relying on the Gen generated binder control cards. This has become 
the default behaviour and will make deployments in CA Gen r8 a lot sim-

pler - whether installing from an HE or remotely from a CSE platform.  
 
Be at peace with your upgrade. Guru.  

A customer writes... 

 
Dear Guru 
 

Hope all is well. We are just plan-
ning our upgrade to CA Gen r8 for 
our z/OS mainframe plafform and 

have seen that we need, for link-
ing our load modules, to create 
new link edit binder control cards. 

Can you advise me  what support 
GuardIEn has for this new require-
ment of the CA Gen mainframe 

VerifIEr, IET’s quality assurance and standards checking tool, has reached 

another milestone this year, with enhancements provided in 8.1 SP2, 3 and 4 
taking the number of individual checks through the 150 mark. The following 
new checks have been added... 

Check that the business system properties are the same across all 

business systems in the model. 

Checks that READ qualifiers in the format <attribute> >= x AND 

<attribute> <= y should always be written as <attribute BETWEEN 
(x,y). Can be automatically fixed using genIE.   

Checks that READ qualifiers in the format <attribute> = x OR 

<attribute> = y should always be written as <attribute IN (x,y). Can be 
automatically fixed using genIE.  

Checks that settings for MVS Dynamic linking, including compatibility, 

are consistently applied for screens, action block and procedure 
steps.  

Checks for view mapping on a USE or dialog flow where there are no 

shared attributes between the two mapped views. This is usually an 
error caused by incorrect selection of the source view. 

And last, but definitely not least, a very useful check to identify if any 

qualifier for a READ/IF/WHILE/REPEAT statement uses an ambigu-
ous OR operator.  Parentheses should be used to avoid ambiguity, 
for example,  

 
IF x = 1 AND (y=2 OR y=3)  
 

and not... 
 
IF x = 1 AND y=2 OR y=3 

More checks are being developed all the time so keep your ideas and en-

hancements coming in!  

The excitement at the launch of the latest edition of spotlIET was palpable  

Object List + has also been significantly enhanced during 2012 with over 40 en-

hancements and fixes. As well as the Impact Wizard already discussed the follow-
ing notable changes are also available from 8.1 SP3 onwards... 

If you see a pink coloured Deliverable Code 

in your Change Request Content what does it 
mean? Pink implies a problem was encoun-
tered previously for that CR content with 

change capture. If you scroll right on the CR 
Content screen you should see a ‘Failed 
Capture Reason’ column which should indi-

cate the cause of the problem. 

If you are satisfied that the 

cause of the capture failure 
has been resolved then you 
can select the failed object(s) 
and press the ‘Clear Change 
Capture Failure’ button on the 

toolbar. This will revert the 

colour of the CR Content in 
question to the normal colour.  

You can now compare GUI designs using ‘bitmaps’ in Beyond Compare 

- choose two GUI design objects (WINPRIME or DLGBOX, or the 
BUSPRST itself to get the primary window/dialog), and the compare 
provides a visual comparison between the two designs. 

OL+ now allows creation of custom 'combo types' for searching in Ob-

ject List+. These ‘combo’ types can then be selected into the user's 
Favourites lists so that multiple object types can be searched on at the 
same time.  The Property filter will show only those Property Types that 

are common between all selected Object Types in that combo: 

To highlight rows in OL+ result that are for Linkages of different Roles, 

you can now specify the colours for each Role via “Options->Role Col-
ours”. Colour choices are saved locally and remembered between OL+ 
sessions 

OL+ now allows you to select multiple models for the object type and 

model-wide custom function searches.  

...and many more! So why not take another look at OL+ today. A lot more than 

just the best encyclopaedia browsing tool for your CA Gen models... 

http://www.iet.co.uk/
mailto:spotliet-subscribe@iet.co.uk

